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I. Dedication:
  Sky, Sea, and JUNGLE is dedicated as a token of remembrance and respect to:
1. Bob Coatney (USAAF, CBI), Homer Coatney (USN/CBs), Jack Burgett (USN/SS-300 USS Moray)
  Bill Heerde (USMC), and all the other Allied sailors, soldiers, marines, and airmen who
  served in the Asian Pacific War against an evil Bushido empire, and in
2. the hope that the United Nations' Victory in the Pacific is remembered as a victory
  for the human rights and future of all Asian-Pacific peoples, including the Japanese.
3. my children Rebecca, Robert, Rohan, and Johanna, in the hope they will never have to go
  through a world war.

"The more we learn about the Second World War, the better our chances it will be the LAST
  world war."

II. Introduction:

  Sky, Sea, and JUNGLE is a relatively fast and simple combined operations game about
the first Allied offensive in the Pacific:  the (re-)capture of Guadalcanal Island (in
the Solomon Islands) from the Imperial Japanese Army and Navy in the second half of
1942.  This was a bloody, traumatic battle of attrition in anti-human jungle conditions
(like those already encountered on New Guinea) or in frighteningly fast and destructive
naval clashes at sea.  At many points, Allied forces brinked on another, demoralizing
defeat ... until valor and determination - and superbly trained reinforcements with
excellent new equipment - overcame the skill and savage ruthlessness of our Bushido
enemy ... which we were compelled to match ... to survive and to win.
  Although the "morning," "afternoon," and "night-time" action segments may seem
strange, considering that each turn represents 15 days, it should be remembered that
there were only 2 major naval air battles and 5 major (night-time) surface gunfire
battles in this span of 4.5 months of intense Allied vs. Japanese confrontation. 
Military and naval service are often described as unendingly monotonous, mundane
routine, punctuated by brief, shattering moments of stark brutality and terror.  Sky,
Sea, and JUNGLE is intended to focus on the campaign's moments of decision and action.

III. Components and Definitions:

  A. Components:
    1. Mapsheets:  one Allied and one Japanese.
    2. The Fog Of War hidden movement/deployment screen (FOG):  having search, etc.
      tables - 2 copies facing in opposite directions to be joined and zig-zagged.
    3. Charts and Tables Sheets:  2 copies, having the Anti-Ship Attack Table, etc.
    4. Calendars:  1 Allied/1 Japanese, with reinforcements listed and air unit boxes.
    5. Battle Board and Damage Sheet:  having ship size differentiation for night combat.
    6. Units:  1 sheet for Allies and 1 for Japanese.  Print off onto colored paper: 
      blue suggested for Allies and green or some other color for Japanese.
    7. Your Rabaul Volcano cardstock 3-D "paper model" sheet.
    8. Game Analysis and Results Form master.
    9. Sky, Sea, and JUNGLE Tournament Certificate master.
   10. You'll need 6-sided dice.

  B. Definitions:
    CS = Coral Sea; SL = The Slot; SP = South Pacific ... sea areas.
    IJN = Imperial Japanese Navy; USN = United States Navy; RAN = Royal Australian Navy
      RNZN = Royal New Zealand Navy.
    Class:  The specific class of individual ships is the 1-4 letter code on their
      markers:  SBB = Super Battleship; BB = (modern) Battleship; B = old Battleship;
      BC = Battle Cruiser; CA = Heavy Cruiser (Armored); CL = Light Cruiser; CLAA =
      AntiAircraft Light Cruiser; DL = Destroyer Leader; DD = Destroyer (Division);
      TR = Transport; SS = Submarine; CV = (Fleet) Carrier); CVL = Light Carrier
      and CVE = Escort Carrier.
    General classes are Carriers, Capital Ships (battleships and battle cruisers),
      Cruisers (heavy and light), Destroyers, Transports, and Submarines.

IV. Victory Conditions:
    Whichever side has more victory points at the end of the game wins a marginal, historical
  historical victory or, if the victory point ratio is 2:1 or greater, it is a strategic
  victory.  If the greater victory point number is less than 110% of the lesser, the game is
  a draw.  You must record losses of the replaceable (ground and air) units and turn-by-turn
  occupation of point-awarding geographical objectives.

V. Initial Deployment "Set-up" of Forces and Special First Turn Rule:
    See the top of the "Setup," Calendar, and Reinforcement Calendar and Table Sheet."
  Ships are marked with abbreviations for their mapsheet starting positions and/or turn
  numbers of entry under their class and number identifiers, except for USN reinforcements.
SPECIAL FIRST TURN RULE:  Only Japanese air and ground units may move from Truk at the end
  of the first turn of the game, UNLESS:  the Japanese player gets a 50% die roll for "early
  activation" of his Truk forces, enabling them to move on the first turn as well.
  (If he does, the Allied player is compensated 5 victory points.)

VI. Sequence of Play:
  A. Determination and Receipt of Reinforcements:
      The FOG OF WAR screen is set up between the opposing players' maps.
      Reinforcements arrive ready for immediate movement/deployment.
      For Japanese reinforcements, consult the calendar.  All Japanese reinforcements enter at
    Truk Island.  Basically, the Japanese already have most of their Navy to use in AugII.
      Starting with the 2nd/AugII turn, Allied reinforcements enter the game at Espiritu Santo
    (islands) or Australia, as the Allied player chooses.  Each turn, the Allied player
    receives one destroyer unit/division (in numerical order), a cruiser unit/division of his
    choice, and any one other ship unit of his choice.  However, he must make his selections
    one turn ahead.  (For example:  on the first turn, he chooses his reinforcements for the
    second turn, when he receives them.)  He also receives the air units listed for him on his
    calendar, as well as 4 ground units each turn.
      Note that, unlike Japanese carriers, American carriers enter the game with their full
    complement of aircraft units.
      Destroyed air, ground, and PT Boat units may be brought back into the game as
    reinforcement units (after having recorded their point loss).  All other units are
    irreplaceable.

  B. Japanese Deployment of Ships, Subs and Air Recon:
      Behind the FoW screen, the Japanese player moves/deploys any ships, submarine, and 
    Betty air units being used for recon ... he wants to ... into a friendly base box or
    into one of the time-of-day-present boxes - "Day Only," "Day and Night," or "Night
    Only" - in the 3 sea areas/battle zones:  South Pacific (SP), the Slot (SL), or the
    Coral Sea (CS).  Slow ships must be in a "Night and Day" box.
      Ships are deployed FACE DOWN, and they may be deployed in 1 or more separate groups
    in the same (or a different) time-of-day status in the same sea area.
NOTE:  Japanese ships may only enter the CS from Rabaul, and no more than 8 ship units/pieces
may sortie from - leave - Rabaul per turn.  (In other words, the entire Imperial Fleet may
be in Rabaul, but no more than 8 ship pieces may leave it, per turn.)
      Non-Slow allied or Japanese ships may enter a sea area from an adjacent one, for the 
    "After Midnight" phase of night combat, but only if they were in the initial sea areas in
    the "Day Only" boxes.  (If damaged or forced into surface combat in those sea areas, they
    must return to their home bases.)
ALSO NOTE:  A division of transports may carry up to 3 ground troop units/battalions.  A
cruiser or destroyer division may carry only 1 ground troop unit.

  C. Allied "Magic"/ULTRA Codebreaking Possibility and Deployment:
      Beginning with the AugII turn, after the Japanese player has completed his dispositions
    the Allied player rolls the die on a 50% chance of breaking Japanese codes in time to
    discern Japanese operational plans.  If he rolls any of 3 numbers he chooses, his Magic"/ 
    ULTRA intelligence has worked, and the FOG screen is removed, enabling him to see the
    Japanese deployments (albeit with ships face down) BEFORE he makes his own movements/
    deployments (so that he can take advantage of his intelligence).  If "the black box"/Magic
    doesn't work, he must make his movements/deployments with the FOG still up, and then the
    FOG is removed.
NOTE:  For every turn more than 4 turns in the entire game that the Allied player gets "Magic"
  assistance, the Japanese player gets 5 victory points, and for every turn less than 4 that
  the Allied player gets "Magic" assistance, the Allied player gets 5.

D. Submarine Attacks(?):
    Each submarine in a sea area may (if the owning player so wishes) attack 1 ship or
  division of ships (using the Anti-Ship CRT) in any one task force group - which risks losing
  the sub.  If the sub attacks a "Day Only" or "Day and Night" group of ships, the owning
  player must flip the targetted unit face-up, so that the "bubblehead" - US (surface) Navy
  epithet for "sub...mariner" - may choose his target.  He must blindly select the upside down
  "Night Only" target ships.
    The die is rolled against the targeted individual ship (or division), cross-indexing the
  1-6 result against the target's (BC?, CA?, DD?, etc.) individual class on the Anti-Ship
  Table, to see if/what damage (or outright sinking) is inflicted.  (If at "Night Only," the
  ship owner does this secretly.)
    On a roll of 1, the sub is instead sunk if there is at least one destroyer division
  (DD) in the target's group of ships.  A Japanese sub is also sunk on a roll of 2, if
  there are 2 DDs in the target's task force, or if there is a DD and a carrier in it.
NOTE:  Submarine-damaged ships are immediately returned to base (or to the back-to-Truk
holding box).

  E. Strategic/Sea Area Detection/Surprise Determination:
      Consulting the Strategic/Daylight Detection/Surprise table on the Fog of War Screen,
    each player rolls a die for each sea area, to find out whether or not he has "morning"
    detection/surprise.
      Count up the number of reconning land air and naval air units (including B-17s and
    Bettys) and (surviving) subs each side has in a sea area.  For 1 such unit add 1 to
    the detection die roll; for 3, add 2 to the die roll; and for 5, add 3.
EXAMPLE:  Thus, for example, if both players had troops on Guadalcanal but only the 
Japanese had troops on Bougainville, the Allied player would gain "Morning" detection/
surprise in the Slot on a roll of 3-6, and the Japanese player would gain it only on a roll
of 4-6.  So both players might want to put in additional naval and air recon units to
increase the chance of detection and morning "first strikes."
      Furthermore, a successful Allied Magic/Ultra die roll for that turn adds another 1 to
    the Allied roll for all three sea areas.

  F. Combat Allocation and Resolution:

    1. Daylight Contact and Combat:
        After any phase below, the owning player may withdraw any undamaged or (just) D-
      damaged ship units back to eligible bases, without having to withdraw the rest of
      their task force, unless he so chooses.  (See "Returning to Base," farther below.) 
      Slow and Heavily Damaged ships may not be voluntarily withdrawn, however.

      a. "Morning" Land-Based (Allied and then Japanese) Air Attacks:
          Long-range B-17/Betty attacks (from Espiritu Santo or Rabaul) may now be made
        against any naval targets in sea areas wherein the owning player has strategic/
        detection surprise ... or against any land targets, in any case. Shorter-range
        land-based - MAR and JAAF - air units (or land-based naval air units)based in the Slot
        may also attack targets in the Slot in this way.  Similarly, MAR and JAAF air units
        based at Port Moresby or Buna may attack each other's bases or the Coral Sea.  (Again,
        the owning player must have Strategic/Daylight Detection/Surprise in the target
        ships' sea area, to attack them in the "Morning," though.)
          One B-17 unit, each, based on Espiritu Santo and Australia may "stage through"
        Guadalcanal and Port Moresby, respectively, to attack Rabaul and Rabaul or Buna,
        respectively.  A "staged" B-17 may make only this one attack during the turn.
          B-17s or Bettys based on Guadalcanal may raid the Rabaul or Espiritu Santo bases,
        respectively, both in the morning and afternoon if the owner wishes.
          When any air unit attacks a base, it may attack land targets (using the bombardment
        table) or ships in its harbor (using its full span of results, with the bonus shift
        up, for the ships being anchored).  Whether the air unit is going to attack land or
        naval targets, all the ships in the harbor are turned face-up, for the attacking
        player to see.  Only Australia, Espiritu Santo, Rabaul, and Truk have naval bases.
        (See Rule VII.A. for important ship damage notes.)
          These air units are returned to their bases immediately after their attacks, and
        Allied land-based air attacks are made before Japanese land-based air attacks, so
        that target land-based air units will be on their attacked airfields.

      b. "Morning" naval air attacks (and any land-based air "counterattacks"):
         (Carriers may not launch airstrikes at night, of course.  Carriers in the Slot may
       not launch offensive airstrikes, but they may still contribute to antiaircraft defense
       and/or fly their offensive squadrons to another base in the later, Strategic Transfer
       phase.  Only NAV and IJN air units may operate from carriers.)
         Carriers may send their squadrons on airstrikes against enemy ships at sea in sea
       areas wherein the attacking player has "morning" surprise/detection, against land
       targets and bases/harbors in the SL or (from the CS) on New Guinea or Australia, or
       (from the SP) Rabaul or Espiritu Santo.  The Japanese player must allocate his
       airstrikes first, as usual.  (Carriers in the SP may not air-attack carriers in the CS,
       nor vice versa.)  Truk may never be attacked.  (See Rule VII.B., below, for land
       bases' antiaircraft potential.)  Moreover, any surviving air units at those bases ...
       including any carrier air units which are presumed to be land-based during their
       carriers' stay in port ... may then fly a special, separate counterattack counterattack
       mission against the raiding carrier task force(s).
         Anti-ship airstrikes against face-down enemy task forces in a sea area are always
       pre-allocated.  The task forces' ships are then turned up, and the air units are then
       allocated against and attack ship unit targets individually within that task force,
       one-at-a-time, so that they may be switched to other targets if the initial one(s) is
       sunk or sufficiently damaged.  After combat, the undamaged ships are flipped back
       face-down.
         Check the Anti-Ship Hit Results table's Air vs. Ship Combat Notes on anti-air combat.
NOTE:  Naval airstrikes are considered to be simultaneous - even when passing each other in
the air en route to attack each other's carriers ... as happened.
         After this first battle is completed - i.e., both sides have had the chance to
       "withdraw" its ships, the Japanese always deciding first.  However, any Slow or
       2D-or-more damaged ships must be abandoned/scuttled by a withdrawing player.
ALSO NOTE:  Naval air units whose carriers have been sunk may return to other carriers or
active land airbases in the same sea area or in an adjacent one, as long as the surviving
carriers' overall air unit capacity is not exceeded.

      c. Daylight Surface/Gunfire Battle/Bombardment:
          If both sides choose to engage in surface naval gunfire battle (and the IJN player
        must decide first) - or the "pursued" side is unwilling to abandon or scuttle an 2D-
        or-more damaged or "slow" ship - a daylight surface naval battle may ensue between any
        opposing task forces in the sea area's "Day Only" and "Day and Night" time-of-day-
        present boxes.  (NOTE:  If one side is unwilling to engage in daylight surface battle,
        it is not necessarily considered to be "withdrawing," and it may remain in the sea
        area to launch "afternoon air attacks.")
          Basic gunbattle mechanics are the same as for a night surface battle:  A die is
        rolled for each "firing" ship or division of ships - excluding aircraft carriers
        and transports - consulting the Anti©Ship combat results Table in the usual manner.
        Damaged ships/divisions are moved to the appropriate rank of the Battle Board.
        Heavily Damaged ships are attacked with a bonus of 1 to the die roll.  See Rule VII.A.
          After all eligible ships have fired - after the first round of battle is over, in
        other words - the battle may continue as many rounds as both players wish it to,
        although (as usual) the IJN player must decide whether or not to withdraw, first.  The
        withdrawal procedure is the same as in Rule b. above.
          However, in daylight surface/gunfire engagements:
        1) some ships (like aircraft carriers and transports) in the same task force may be
          held back (and are put in the appropriate box on the "Battle Board") from out of the
          battle (until their escorts are destroyed at which time the fast carriers may
          withdraw),
        2) as in night gunbattle, each side chooses the task force it wants to first go into
          battle with, but (unlike in night battle) all ships in those chosen task forces are
          flipped right side up,
        3) and all gunfire is considered to be simultaneous, with the provision that ships may
          not fire at classes higher than their own - the classes being: destroyers and CLAAs,
          then light cruisers, then heavy cruisers, and then capital ships - unless all the
          enemy ships/ divisions of equal or lesser class in the battle ... even those heavily
          damaged ... are already being fired upon.
        PT Boats may only be used in the Slot.  In daytime, they may "hide" (and not be
      attacked.  If they themselves do attack, each gunfire roll against them can sink them on
      a 4-6.
        "Day Only" ships in the Slot not used in daylight naval battle and on the side which
      is left in daylight control of the Slot or Coral Sea may now (instead) make a one-round
      naval shore bombardment of enemy land/air units in the Slot or in (or on the perimeter
      of) Port Moresby, using the Bombardment Table.

      d. "Afternoon" Land-based air attacks:
          ... may now be made (again?) as in the manner described in Rule a., above.
        HOWEVER, by this time ships are assumed to have been located in their sea areas (if
        they are still there), so long-range land-based air attacks may be made against
        previously undetected ships, too.

      f. Mandatory Daylight Naval Surface/Gunfire Combat ... and Bombardment?, and Victory
        Resolution and Withdrawal:
          Only one side's ships may be left in the "Day Only" and "Day and Night" boxes at the
        end of the day.  If one side doesn't withdraw at the end of the day voluntarily, there
        must be Daylight Naval Surface/Gunfire battles (conducted as described in Rule. c.
        above) fought until only one side's ships are left.
          A voluntary "withdrawal" of non-Slow and non-HDed individual ship units from the
        "Day and Night" box to "Day Only" box of a sea area may be made, if a player
        victorious in the Day wishes to avoid a possible night surface/gunfire battle.
        Again, the IJN player must choose first, to withdraw or not.

      g. "Daylight" Landings of Troops:
          1 troop unit may be landed from each undamaged division of transports (or
        predesignated troop-carrying destroyers or cruisers) at this time, if the owning
        player so chooses.  See also Rules F.1. and VI.A., below.

      h. Daytime Shore Bombardment:  "Day Only" or "Day and Night" ships in the Slot, not used
        in daylight naval battle and on the side which is left in daylight control of the Slot
        or Coral Sea, may now make a 1-round naval shore bombardment of enemy land and land-
        based air units in the Slot or in (or on the perimeter of) Port Moresby, using the
        Bombardment table.  After doing so, they are immediately withdrawn.

    2. Night-time Naval Surface/Gunfire Combat and Bombardment:
        Any ships in the particular sea area's "Day and Night" and "Night Only" time-of-day-
      present boxes are eligible to participate in night-time ship vs. ship battle, even if
      they had already engaged in daylight surface/gunfire battle.  (Ships from "Day and
      Night" task forces may not be re-combined with ships from other task forces, although
      non-Slow ship units may be withdrawn to "Day Only" or back to base.)  Ships that have
      already engaged in daylight surface/gunfire battle or bombardment - or do engage in
      night-time surface/gunfire battle - may not then engage in night-time bombardment.
      Battle must be fought until there are ships from only one side left in the "Night Only"
      and/or "Day and Night" boxes for that sea area.
NOTE:  Withdrawal is the same as for daylight surface combat, and Slow or HD-ed ships may be
"saved" by a rescuing task force at night, too.  However, any ship units of the initially
victorious "night" forces may be withdrawn without loss penalty to Slow or HD-ed ships, before
"After Midnight" forces (from other seas) arrive.

      a. Surprise determination:
          Use the "Night Surface Battle Detection/Surprise" table to determine if one side
        gets the advantage of surprise, noting (on the Calendar) which column (reflecting
        early Japanese superiority in night optics and growing Allied radar capability) is
        used.  Also note that Daylight Strategic Detection/Surprise in that sea area is to the
        early-warning advantage of night-time detection.
          A task force which has a damaged ship can have no surprise advantage against
        subsequent enemy task forces it attacks.  (The damaged ship may be "set aside" as a
        separate task force and is considered withdrawn, unless it is HD-ed or Slow.)

      b. Night-time Surface/Gunfire Combat:
          While the gunfire and damage mechanics of night-time surface/gunfire battle is
        basically the same as that for daylight, allocation is fundamentally different.  As in
        daylight surface combat, each player chooses which task force to fight with first, if
        he has more than one in the sea area at night.  However, the opposing task forces'
        ships are put onto the Battle Damage Status sheet still face-down, any ships/divisions
        may be fired at, regardless of their general class, and no ships in the task force may
        be "held back."
NOTE:  Ship units are not turned face-up, until they are battle-damaged.
NOTE ALSO:  At night, DDs and DLs must be placed below the "Night-time Size Perception" line,
  and all battleships, battle cruisers, and carriers must be placed above it.  Cruisers and
  transports may be placed on either side of the line, and there must be at least one unit on
  each side of the line if this does not violate the previous restriction and is at all
  possible.
NIGHT SURPRISE:  Consult the table on FoW screen screen, and the Japanese Player rolls the
  die.  If neither player has the surprise advantage, gunfire is simultaneous and there are no
  separate torpedo attacks.  If a player does have the advantage of surprise, he may elect to
  use torpedoes or gunfire first - or he may just choose to withdraw immediately, without
  firing.

        1) Surprise Torpedo Attack:
            The surprising player counts up the number of torpedo-carrying ships he has - any
          ships with a "T" in the lower right-hand corner of their pieces.  This is the number
          of "torpedoes" he gets to fire.  These torpedo attacks must be spread out as much as
          possible among the target ship units.
            The combat result for "T*"(/Long Lance) Japanese torpedoes is read one row higher
          than normal.  For every "1" the attacker must roll again.  If the attacker rolls a
          "1" (again) for the IJN, RAN, or RNZN ships ... or a "1" or "2," for the US Navy
          ships ... the torpedo has "turned" and is rolled against one ship unit of the firing 
          task force (chosen blindly by the opposing player) for each "wild torpedo," instead
          of the target!  Australian (and New Zealander) ships are AUSTRALIA/CANBERRA CA,
          HOBART/LEANDER CL, ARUNTA DD.
            After the torpedo attack is made, the attacking/surpriseing player may elect to
          withdraw from the sea area immediately, without having to engage in further, gunfire
          battle.  If he doesn't, gunfire (effect) is simultaneous in the following battle
          rounds, with the withdrawal option open to both players after every completed round.
            Each Japanese task force can make surprise torpedo attacks in two separate
          battles.  (An Allied task force can make only one.)

        2) Surprise Gunfire Attack:
            The surprising player shoots first, and then the surprised player (less his ships
          sunk or Heavily Damaged/HD-ed) shoots.  After that the gunfire is simultaneous,
          until/unless one of the sides chooses to withdraw instead of firing.

      c. "After Midnight:"  "Day Only" task forces may now sail into an adjacent sea area's
        "Night Only" box, to engage enemy task forces still there.

      d. PT Boats now get to attack, unless all Japanese ships have already withdrawn.  At
        night, PTs are only sunk by a self-inflicted roll of "1," during their attack.  PT
        Boats are the only naval units/"ships" that may be based in the Slot.

      e. "Night" Landings of Troops(/supplies):
          All troop units still on their transporting ships - pro-rated down in the case of
        any damage, as described in Rule VII. A., below - are now landed. Units may land on an
        island having enemy ground units, of course.

      f. Night-time Shore Bombardment ... may now be executed by any otherwise unused "Day and
        Night" or "Night Only" ships.

      g. Ground Combat and Control Determination:
        1) Ground Combat:
            The ground units of either side may now attack those of the enemy on a contested 
          island - the Japanese player choosing whether or not to attack first.  The attacker
          decides how many of his units he will risk (or wager) in combat and then finds the
          column on the "Ground Combat/Exchange" table which corresponds closest to the
          attacker:defender strength ratio - ratio fractions being rounded down, to the
          defender's advantage:  e.g., 5:3 becomes 3:2 and/or 5:2 becomes 2:1.  All of the
          defender's units must be attacked.
            The die is cast, and the number of defender's units fully covered by the ratio of
          attacker's losses to them  are eliminated.  If the attacker cannot make the
          required ratio to cover even just 1 defending unit, all of his risked units are
          lost without any loss to the defender.  A minimum of 1 attacking unit must be lost,
          in any case, representing the cost of offensive operations.
FOR EXAMPLE:  An Allied player risks 3 of his 4 units against 2 Japanese units defending
  Henderson Field.  If the Allied player rolls a 6, the Japanese units are eliminated at a
  cost of only 1 Allied unit, and the surviving Allied units take the airfield.  If the Allied
  player rolls a 4-5, the Japanese units are eliminated at a cost of 2 Allied units, and the
  surviving Allied units take the airfield.  If a 3 is rolled, all 3 of the Allied units are
  lost, as well as both Japanese units and the uninvolved, surviving Allied unit takes the
  airfield.  If a 1-2 is rolled, all 3 of the Allied units are lost, but only 1 of the
  Japanese units, which retains control of the airfield (and remains within its perimeter).

        2) Control:
          a) Of the Land:
              If any friendly units are left, after all enemy ground units are eliminated
            from an island (air) base - on Guadalcanal, Bougainville, New Guinea North, or
            New Guinea South - then any enemy air units based there are also destroyed, too,
            and the airfield changes to friendly control, for aircraft basing and victory
            point purposes.  (The victorious ground units should be placed within the airfied
            perimeter, to indicate this.)

          b) Of the Sea:
              Control of a sea area can be "split" between times of day, one side in control -
            having surface ships left - during the day and one at night, but there may not be
            surface ships of both sides left present at the same time of day. (Thus, for
            example, "Night Only" Japanese ships and "Day and Night" Allied ships may not be
            left in the same sea area:  they would have to battle it out for night-time
            control.

  G. Supply Status Determination:
      Units in home bases are always in supply.  Units on islands or island bases are not in
    supply if they cannot trace a supply line through a sea area under friendly control,
    either in the daytime or at night.
      Air units are never eliminated by being out of supply.  If a base is completely empty
    of units, it is considered to be under the control of the side which last had units in it.
      Half the units - fractions rounded up - in any group of ground units which is out of
    supply  are eliminated.  NOTE:  While units may advance over the Kokoda Trail from one
    base to attack another, the trail is not a supply line.  Japanese units which have
    taken Port Moresby, for example, can only trace a supply line through the Coral Sea.
  AERIAL SUPPLY:  For every B-17 the Allied player designates for supply transport, 3
    ground units may be kept in supply during that turn.  However, to fulfil its mission, the
    mission, the B-17 may not be eliminated (after landing) during that turn.  Allied units in
    Buna may be supplied by a B-17 flying from Port Moresby; Port Moresby may be supplied from
    Australia; Guadalcanal may be supplied from Espiritu Santo; and Bougainville may be
    supplied from Guadalcanal.

  H. Returning to Base and Strategically Transferring Units between Home Bases:
      From the South Pacific, Japanese ships may return to Rabaul or to the "Returning to
    Truk" holding box.  (On the following turn, they are returned from that box to Truk and
    to be ready for use the following turn.)  From the Slot or Coral Sea, Japanese ships may
    only return to Rabaul.
      From any of the sea areas, Allied ships may return to Espiritu Santo or Australia,
    except that ships in the South Pacific may not return to Australia.
      Next, land units may be strategically moved between home bases - Espiritu Santo and
    Australia for the Allies and Truk, Buna, and Rabaul for the Japanese - without need of
    transports.  Finally, air units may be freely moved between any bases having active
    airfields, at this time, and PT boats may be moved into the Slot.

  I. Rabaul Volcano - Rumblings and ERUPTION:
      At the end of every turn - and only at that time - the American player casts the die.
    If he rolls a 6 in 4 consecutive turns, the Rabaul Volcano BLOWS UP (as violently as
    Mt. St. Helen's and/or Karakatoa ever did).  All Japanese ship and aircraft units and half
    of the ground units (rounding fractions up) at Rabaul are sunk/destroyed, and Rabaul may
    no longer be used as a base.  Consider it an Act of God - of seismic dimensions - and a
    game is not "official," unless the Volcano God gets to play, too.  (As to what sacrifices
    to offer ...?)
      The Japanese player can console himself with the knowledge that there is only a 1/1296
    chance of this happening ... after he has rolled 3 consecutive 6s.  }:-)

VII. Miscellaneous Rules - Damage/Loss Determination and Antiaircraft:

  A. Damage to Ship Units - See the Anti-Ship CRT.
    NOTE THAT a die roll of 1 always misses, no matter what shifting has occured.
      A damaged/D-ed ship may not fire torpedoes, and an HD-ed/Heavily Damaged ship may not
    fire guns either.
      After each phase, Damage (D) and Heavy Damage (2D or HD) is resolved.  A die is rolled
    for each D-ed ship unit, and that unit is knocked out of the game for a number of turns
    equal to the roll plus 1.  HD-ed ships are knocked out of the game for double the die
    roll's turns, EXCEPT that a ship always sinks (secretly) on a "6."  An HD-ed ship is
    sunk on a roll of 5, as well, if it is in a sea area having an attached active land
    air base which still has at least 1 surviving air unit at the end of the turn.
      Remember that HD-ed and Slow ships cannot be "withdrawn" from a sea area (except at
    "midnight") and must instead be scuttled ... or fought to the last shell.
      A division of Transports suffering a D loses 1 troop unit being carried.  An HD
    destroys 2 troop units, and a sinking destroys all 3 troop units, of course.
      An aircraft carrier suffering a D loses 1 air unit, if that is on it, unflown, and
    has its air unit capacity reduced by 1.  An HD destroys all air units aboard an all of its
    air unit capacity, althouigh air units in the air may be transferred between carriers in
    the same sea area or to friendly bases in/on a sea area - including Buna from a Japanese
    carrier in the Coral Sea.
  EXAMPLE:  An undamaged ship unit is attacked during the day by 5 gun-firing enemy ship units
    and in that round suffers a D and then 2 DH results.  Cumulative damage stays at HD, but
    on the next round the enemy's gunfire is raised one row in the combat results.
    Furthermore, this ship cannot fire in additional rounds and must be scuttled if all
    friendly task forces are ultimately withdrawn from this sea area's "Day Only" and "Day
    and Night" boxes.

B. Antiaircraft Addenda:
  1. A "1" always gets an attacking enemy unit shot down, except in the case of an unopposed
    high-altitude-bombing B-17, even when attacking land units outside a base.
  2. If a land base being attacked in the "afternoon" has an active airfield, an attacking air
    unit is shot down if it rools a "2," as well (unless it is a B-17).

